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(54) NEUROMORPHIC PROCESSING METHOD AND UPDATE UTILITY FOR USE THEREIN

(57) An update utility (10) is provided for time-multi-
plexed updating of neural states for a plurality of neural
units as a function of received input events and as a func-
tion of time. Each neural unit has stored information about
its neural state, selected from (an initial state, a firing
state and one or more intermediate states), in a respec-
tive memory location (12k) of a neuron state memory unit
(12). The update utility comprises one or more I/O ports
(101) to access the state information. The state informa-
tion includes at least an indication of a static state variable
and an indication of a dynamic state variable. The update
utility further has inputs (102, 103) to receive an indication
for a received event (input_valid_i), including an indica-

tion for a type of event (input_type_i) and to receive an
indication for a weight assigned to the received event.
The update utility further has an output (104) for providing
an indication of a spike event. The update utility compris-
es one or more computational units to update the ac-
cessed state information dependent on the received in-
dication for a type of event and the received indication
for a weight of the event. The update utility, upon deter-
mining that the updated state information indicates a fir-
ing state, provides an indication of a spike event at the
output (104) and further updates the accessed state in-
formation to indicate an initial state.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The present invention relates to an update utility
updating neural states of a plurality of neural units in a
time-multiplexed manner as a function of received input
events and as a function of time.
[0002] The present invention relates to a neuromorphic
processing method comprising updating in a time-multi-
plexed manner neural states of neural units as a function
of received input events and as a function of time.
[0003] The advent of cognitive computing has pro-
posed neural computing as an alternative computing par-
adigm based on the operation of human brain. Due to
their inherently parallel architecture neural computing de-
vices are capable to mitigate the Von Neuman memory
bottleneck. Inspired on biological principles, neural com-
puting devices are designed as neural units that interact
with one another through synaptic connections. Contrary
to their analogically operating biological counterparts, IC
implementations of these artificial neural computing de-
vices may be of a digital nature.
[0004] Digital implementations of certain aspects of
these neurons give the opportunity to exploit the im-
mense technological advances that have been achieved
in several decades of digital integrated circuit design.
Contrary to currently available digital processing ele-
ments, biological neurons work at very low frequencies
of a few tens to a few hundred Hz. Accordingly, this would
not impose a large burden on their implementation. How-
ever, designing a processing module on silicon having
properties compatible to a biological system is still far
from practical with state of the art technology, as a typical
biological system contains billions of neurons and on av-
erage, each of those neurons has a plurality of synapses.
One approach is to mimic such a complex system with
a time-multiplexed design wherein a plurality of neural
units share a processing facility. Since digital hardware
can run orders of magnitudes faster than the speed at
which biological neurons work the shared processing fa-
cility can realistically emulate neuron behavior, while this
approach saves space to implement a higher density of
virtual neurons and their synapses.
[0005] Spiking neural networks are characterized in
that the information between neural units is exchanged
as a firing event message. Emission of a firing event mes-
sage (spike) indicates both that data is available, and the
time interval that lapsed since the emission of a previous
firing event message also indicates a data value. The
length of the time-interval is indicative for the data value
that is to be exchanged. In some designs a firing frequen-
cy is indicative for the data value. In other designs a length
of a time interval may be indicative for the data value. In
both cases a convention may prevail that the absence of
an event during a time interval that exceeds a threshold
time interval indicates an absence of data. This is of par-
ticular importance for array processing, in particular when

sparsely filled, for example for processing data from a
surveillance camera. Conventional data processing sys-
tems would require that each image element is scanned
at a predetermined refresh frequency. Therewith the
scanning results in a stream of data that is proportional
to the number of pixels in the scanned image array and
the refresh frequency. In case a spiking neural network
is coupled to the image array, only neural units detecting
a change in image content will transmit data to secondary
neural units. And on their turn, only secondary neural
units triggered by the transmitted data will itself transmit
data. Therewith the computational load as well as a load
of data transmission channels is substantially reduced.
[0006] WO 2017/009543 discloses a neural model for
a neural unit and also proposes neural nets constructed
from these neural units to implement various functional
units for storage and for performing mathematical com-
putations. The cited WO publication however fails to pro-
vide indications how to actually realize such neural nets
in a manner that would have a sufficiently high opera-
tional speed and an efficient use of surface area.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] It is a first object of the invention to provide an
update utility for efficiently updating neural states of a
plurality of neural units in a time-multiplexed manner as
a function of received input events and as a function of
time.
[0008] Embodiments of the update utility may be part
of a neuromorphic processing module for execution of a
spiking neural network.
[0009] It is a second object of the invention to provide
a neuromorphic processing method comprising efficient-
ly updating in a time-multiplexed manner neural states
of neural units as a function of received input events and
as a function of time.
[0010] In accordance with the first object an update
utility is provided for time-multiplexed updating of neural
states for a plurality of neural units as a function of re-
ceived input events and as a function of time. Each neural
unit has stored information about its neural state in a
respective memory location of a neuron state memory
unit. The neural state is one of an initial state, a firing
state and one or more intermediate states. The state may
be stationary, in which case it does not change in the
absence of events, or it may be non-stationary, in which
case the state develops also in the absence of input
events. The update utility comprises one or more I/O
ports to access the state information in the memory lo-
cation of a selected neural unit. The state information
includes at least an indication of a static state variable
and an indication of a dynamic state variable.
[0011] The state information may for example include
an action potential as a static state variable. The wording
static is used here to indicate that such a variable may
be assigned a value different from zero, without causing
further changes than that. It is noted however that setting
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the action potential to a value exceeding a threshold val-
ue typically results in a firing or spiking of the neural unit.
In that case no further change occurs to the state of the
neural unit subsequent to said firing in the absence of
further events. A further example of a static state variable
is a setting of an operational parameter, e.g. a setting of
the threshold voltage for the action potential, or the set-
ting of a gate, which determines whether or not a partic-
ular state variable can affect an other state variable.
[0012] The state information may for example include
a linear current as a dynamic state variable. If this state
variable is non-zero, it will have the effect that the action
potential changes linearly in time in accordance with the
value of this state variable. Alternatively or in addition an
exponential current may be included as a dynamic state
variable. The latter as the effect that the action potential
changes in time in accordance with an exponential func-
tion as specified by the value of this state variable. A gate
setting as referred to above, may for example serve to
selectively decouple the development of the contribution
of this exponential function from the development of the
action potential.
[0013] The update utility has inputs to receive an indi-
cation for a received event including an indication for a
type of event and an indication for a weight assigned to
the received event. As the update utility is capable of
receiving an indication of a type of event, it is capable to
selectively update specific aspects of the state informa-
tion depending on the indicated event type. This makes
it possible to update various types of state information to
an extent depending on the specified weight, while re-
quiring only a few additional bits for selection of the event
type. Only a single set of bits is required to specify the
weight. The event type may for example indicate that the
value of the variable representing the action potential is
to be changed, or that a setting of a variable specifying
a linear current is to be changed.
[0014] One or more computational units are provided
to update the accessed state information dependent on
the received indication for a type of event and the re-
ceived indication for a weight of the event.
[0015] The update utility is further capable, upon de-
termining that the updated state information indicates a
firing state to provides an indication of a spike event at
an output and to further update the accessed state infor-
mation to indicate an initial state.
[0016] In an embodiment the update utility is further
configured to update a neural state in a first and a second
computational stage. The first computational stage in-
volves processing receipt of an input event and the sec-
ond computational stage involves computing an auton-
omous progress of the neural state including determining
whether the updated state information indicates a firing
state. The second computational stage also involves pro-
viding an indication of a spike event at the output and
further updating the accessed state information to indi-
cate an initial state upon detection of the firing state. The
update unit is controllable to independently perform one

of the first and the second computational stage. In this
way, input events can be rapidly processed and subse-
quently removed from a message buffer or queue from
which they are taken, without having to first complete the
second computational stage.
[0017] In an embodiment the update utility may have
separate update units. A first one to perform the first com-
putational stage and a second one to perform the second
computational stage. This makes it possible to process
an input event for a first one of the neural units while
performing an integration cycle for another one of the
neural units. The update units may me capable to inde-
pendently access the neuron state memory unit via a
respective memory port. Alternatively the update units
may have time-multiplexed access to a shared memory
port, such that one of the update units accesses the mem-
ory via the shared memory port, while the other one proc-
esses neural unit state data that it accessed at a previous
point in time.
[0018] In an alternative embodiment of the update util-
ity, computational units for the first computational stage
and computational units for the second computational
stage may share further common facilities to access the
neural state information in the neuron state memory unit.
In such an embodiment the update utility may comprise
a computational stage selection input, the update utility
being configured to perform the first computational stage
in response to the computational stage selection input
having a first selection value, and to perform the first com-
putational stage in response to the computational stage
selection input having a first selection value. Alternative-
ly, the update utility may be configured to determine
whether an indicated type of event is one of a plurality of
predetermined types of input event and upon said deter-
mination to perform the first computational stage to up-
date a neural state value in accordance with the deter-
mined type of input event. The update utility may further
be configured to perform the second computational stage
if it determines that the indicated type of event is not one
of a plurality of predetermined types of input event.
[0019] The present application further provides a neu-
romorphic processing module for execution of a spiking
neural network that comprises an update utility according
to an embodiment as specified above. The neuromorphic
processing module further comprises a neuron state
memory unit, a synapse property memory unit, a control-
ler, and a message buffer. In an operational state, the
controller provides the update utility in a time-multiplexed
manner access to respective neuron state data. The con-
troller also enables the currently selected neural unit to
distribute event messages to other neural units via the
event message buffer, and/or to update a state of the
selected neural unit as stored in the neuron state memory
unit on the basis of event messages for said selected
neural unit.
[0020] In an embodiment the update utility comprises
a stationary state detection unit. The controller upon re-
ceipt of a signal from the stationary state detection unit
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indicative that a neural unit is in a stationary state does
not select said neural unit to be updated until an event
message is send to said neural unit.
[0021] According to the second object a neuromorphic
processing method is provided to update in a time-mul-
tiplexed manner neural states of neural units as a function
of received input events and as a function of time. The
method comprises:

receiving an indication for a type of event and an
indication for a weight assigned to the received event
for a selected recipient neural unit;
selecting a state variable from the plurality of ac-
cessed state variables associated with the selected
recipient neural unit in accordance with the indicated
type of event;
updating the selected state variable in accordance
with the indicated weight;
receiving an integrate indication that indicates a spe-
cific one of set of neural units that could potentially
create an event (further also denoted as an indication
for a selected potentially event creating neural unit);
in an integration step updating the state variables
representing the neural state of the selected poten-
tially event creating neural unit in accordance with a
neural model specifying a relationship between the
state variables; upon determining that the updated
state information indicates a firing state, providing
an indication of a spike event and further updating
the variables to indicate an initial state.

[0022] In an embodiment, the steps for a selected re-
cipient neural unit are performed independently from the
steps for a selected potentially event creating neural unit.
[0023] It is noted that in a naive approach any of the
neural units may be denoted as a potentially event cre-
ating neural unit. I.e. in the absence of knowledge about
the state of a neural unit other than by accessing its state
information any neural unit could be one that has a non-
stationary state resulting in a firing event after a suffi-
ciently long integration time. In an embodiment according
to the naive approach, the neuromorphic processing
method may subsequently perform the integration step
for each of the neural units. As a result some of the neural
units change their state, and others will not. In an im-
proved, more efficient embodiment a list of active neural
units is maintained and potentially event creating neural
units are selected from this list.
[0024] A neural unit is for example added to the list of
active neural units if it is determined that a dynamic state
variable has a non-zero value and/or if it is determined
that a static state variable exceeds a threshold value. A
neural unit that has received an input event is not nec-
essarily rendered active therewith. For example if the in-
put event sets its action potential to a value below its
threshold value, and its dynamic state variable(s) remain
zero, the neural unit is no longer in the initial state, but it
remains inactive and does not need to be included in the

list. Accordingly, should a neural unit at present be in-
cluded in the list of active neural units then it may be
removed from that list if it is determined that the dynamic
state variables have a zero value and that the static state
variables do not exceed a threshold value. This situation
may arise for example when its state variables are up-
dated to indicate an initial state subsequent to determin-
ing a firing state. But also a formerly active neural unit
may be rendered inactive if it receives (an) input event(s)
having as a result that its dynamic state variables are set
to zero and its static state variables are less than a thresh-
old value.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025] These and other aspects are disclosed in more
detail with reference to the attached drawings. Therein

FIG. 1 schematically shows an embodiment of a neu-
romorphic processing module having an update util-
ity;
FIG. 2 shows an embodiment of the update utility in
more detail;
FIG. 2A shows an aspect of the update utility of FIG.
2;
FIG. 3 shows an exemplary state development of a
neural unit;
FIG. 4 shows in more detail the effects of various
input messages on the state development;
FIG. 5 schematically shows a further embodiment of
a neuromorphic processing module having an up-
date utility with separate update units;
FIG. 6A shows an embodiment of a first one of said
update units;
FIG. 6B shows an embodiment of a second one of
said update units;
FIG. 7 shows another embodiment of an update unit;
FIG. 8A to 8E show examples of parts of the update
unit in FIG. 7 in more detail;
FIG. 9 shows a neuromorphic processing method;
FIG. 9A shows a step of this method in more detail;
FIG. 10A, 10B, 10C shows possible ways of speci-
fying connectivity information to control distribution
of messages.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0026] FIG. 1 schematically shows a neuromorphic
processing module 1 for execution of a spiking neural
network. The neuromorphic processing module 1 com-
prises an update utility 10, a neuron state memory unit
12, a synapse property memory unit 14, a controller 16,
and a message buffer 18. In an operational state, the
controller 16 in a time-multiplexed manner provides the
update utility 10 access to respective neuron state data
stored in a dedicated entry (e.g. 12k) for a currently se-
lected neural unit (e.g. k) in said neuron state memory
unit 12. It enables the update utility 10 to distribute event
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messages to other neural units via event message buffer
18, and/or to update the accessed state on the basis of
event messages for the selected neural unit. In this case
the update utility 10 is provided as a single update unit
10. Alternatively, as shown in FIG. 5, the update utility
may be provided as a combination of update units 10A,
10B to perform various update tasks.
[0027] The controller 16 enables the update utility 10
to distribute event messages, in that upon receipt of a
spike-message "Spike", it accesses synapse property
memory unit 14 to obtain the synapse property data Dsk,
for the neural unit k, stored at address Ask. The synapse
property data Dsk includes an indication of one or more
neural units that are designated as recipients. The syn-
apse property data Dsk further includes information in-
dicative for type of event, i.e. indicative for how the re-
cipient neural unit is to respond to the event and infor-
mation indicative for a weight with which the recipient
receives the event. Also the synapse property data Dsk
may include a specification for a delay with which the
event message is to be delivered.
[0028] The synapse property memory unit 14 may in-
clude a combined synapse module, wherein each entry
of the combined module contains all information to ena-
ble the update utility 10 to distribute event messages.
Alternatively, the synapse property memory unit 14 may
have a plurality of modules. For example, a first module,
to be denoted as output synapse module may specify
output synapse related data, e.g. including a reference
to a recipient synapse and information specifying a delay
with which the message is to be delivered to the recipient
synapse. A second module, to be denoted as input syn-
apse module may specify input synapse related data,
like a specification of a neural unit with which it is asso-
ciated, information specifying according to which event
type that neural unit will be updated upon receipt and a
weight to be assigned to the message. In a further em-
bodiment an output range memory module may be pro-
vided that specifies a range of entries that are assigned
for the neural unit in the output synapse module.
[0029] An embodiment of the update utility 10 is shown
in more detail in FIG.2. The update utility 10 comprises
an I/O ports 101, with which it can access neural state
information specifying a neural state of a neural unit at a
memory location 12k in the neuron state memory unit 12.
In order to update the neural state, the update utility 10
can store the neural state information into respective
state registers 105, 106, 107, 108. Once the update utility
has retrieved the neural state information in these regis-
ters it represents that neural unit.
[0030] In the embodiment shown, the register 105 con-
tains a value indicative for an action potential V. This
value is comparable to the action potential in a biological
neuron. The higher the action potential indicated by this
register the closer the currently represented neural unit
is to the state of emitting a spike at output 104. In the
embodiment shown, the state of the represented neural
unit includes a linearly increasing component (ge) which

is stored in register 106. The state further includes a gate
value (gate) which is stored in register 107 and an expo-
nential component (gf) stored in register 108.
[0031] The state of the neural unit as represented in
the update utility 10 can be changed by an input synapse
message. The value of the signal "input_event_type_i",
also denoted as "type-signal" received at input 102 de-
termines how the signal "input_event_weight_i", also de-
noted as "weight-signal" received at input 103 is used to
update the state.
[0032] In the embodiment shown a first value (et1) of
the type-signal has the effect that the value for the action
potential V stored in register 105 is modified with the val-
ue indicated by the weight-signal. A second value (et2)
of the type-signal has the effect that the value for the
linearly increasing component ge stored in register 106
is modified with the value indicated by the weight-signal.
A third value (et3) has the effect that the value for the
exponential component ge stored in register 108 is mod-
ified with the value indicated by the weight-signal. A fourth
value (et4) has the effect that the value indicated by the
weight-signal is stored in the gate register.
[0033] The value ge stored in register 106 and the value
gf stored in register 108, dependent on the gate value
stored in register 107 represent an intrinsic dynamic be-
havior. In the first place, the value gf in register 108 de-
cays exponentially with a time constant τf. In the second
place, the action potential V, stored in register 105 is
modified with the linear component ge from register 106
and the exponential component gf from register 108,
modified by the gate value in register 107. A separate
integration input 109 may be provided as shown in FIG.
2. In response to a suitable value of an input signal
"input_event_integration_i", also denoted as "integration
signal" at this input 109, for example the input signal in-
dicating the Boolean value "True" the update unit 10 per-
forms an integration cycle or step. The integration com-
prises:
An update of the value gf, such that: 

[0034] Therein Δt is the time step since performing a
previous integration step for the neural unit currently rep-
resented by the update unit 10. It is presumed that the
value for this time step Δt is substantially smaller than
the value for the time constant τf. In an embodiment the
ratio Δt/τf is selected as a power of 2, i.e. Δt/τf = 2-n, where
n is for example in the range of 3 to 10. In this case the
division Δt/τf can be replaced by a shift over n-bits.
[0035] The integration further comprises an update of
the value V in register 105 such that:
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[0036] Also the ratio Δt/τm may be selected as, or ap-
proximated as a power of 2, to avoid a division operation.
It is also possible to select the weights with which the
values ge, gf are set such that the value of this ratio is
equal to 1, so that the computational step of multiplying
with this ratio can be completely obviated. The multipli-
cation gate*gf may be simplified when the gate signal is
Boolean. In that case, the multiplication can be performed
by a multiplexer that selects the signal gf as its input if
the Boolean value is representative for the value 1 and
selects the a signal representative for a value 0 if the
Boolean value is representative for the value 0.
[0037] A sequencer 110 may control the integration for
a time step Δt as follows:

a) a shift unit 111 performs the operation Δgf= -gf*2-n.
b) the value for gf in register 108 is reduced with Δgf.
c) the new value for gf is multiplied (112) with the
gate value from register 107.
d) the result of this multiplication is added (112) to
the value for ge in register 106.
e) the result of this addition is scaled by division (113)
with the time-constant τm.
f) the scaled value from 113 is added to the content
in register 105.
g) the updated value for V obtained therewith in reg-
ister 105 is compared with a threshold value Vt.
h) if the comparison indicates that V>Vt, a spike sig-
nal is issued at output 104, and the spike signal fur-
ther activates a reset unit 115, which issues a reset
signal RST to the state registers 105, 106, 107, 108,
so that there content is reset to a value correspond-
ing to the initial state of the neural unit.

[0038] It is noted that some steps may be performed
in a different order or may be skipped. For example pro-
vided that the time steps Δt are sufficiently small, it does
not matter whether first the new value for gf is computed
to be subsequently used in the computation of V or that
the old value of gf is used for the V computation. Accord-
ingly, the gf computation may take place later or simul-
taneous with the V-computation. As observed above, the
multiplication in step c) may be performed by a selection
operation. The scaling step in e) may be simplified as a
shift operation, or may be skipped altogether. The com-
bination of the additions in d) and the addition in f), may
be replaced by a first addition step for the values of ge
and V and a second addition step for the values of gate*gf
and V.
[0039] As indicated above, update utility 10 updates
the neural unit states in a time-multiplexed manner. Sub-
sequently different neural unit states are selected to be
updated. At each update, the state of the selected neural
unit progresses with a time step.
[0040] In an embodiment, the update unit 10 comprises
a stationary state detection unit 116 as shown FIG. 2A.
The detection unit 116 issues a detection signal Sstat to
the controller 16. If this signal indicates that a neural unit

which is currently updated is in a stationary state the con-
troller does not select said neural unit to be updated until
an event is directed to that neural unit. The stationary
state detection unit 116 may detect that the currently se-
lected neural unit is in a stationary state if the dynamic
state indicators (e.g. gf and ge) have a value 0, and if the
action potential has a value less than the threshold value.
Comparators 116a-c evaluate the dynamic state and the
action potential, and the detection signal Sstat is deliv-
ered by NOR gate 116d. A non-stationary neural unit may
become stationary, if, as a result of the integration pro-
cedure the action potential exceeds its threshold value,
and the after issuing the spike signal the state is reset to
initial. Also a non-stationary neural unit may become sta-
tionary if as a result of input events, the dynamic state
variables are set to 0, and the action potential does not
exceed its threshold value. The state variable gf may also
decay to 0 after a plurality of integration cycles.
[0041] As long as the neural unit for which the station-
ary state was detected does not receive input synapse
data, the controller 16 does not select this neural unit to
perform the integration procedure. Once input synapse
data is received, for the neural unit having the stationary
state, it will be scheduled for a selection to update its
state in accordance with the input synapse data. If as a
result the state is no longer stationary the neural unit is
included again in the integration schedule.
[0042] Accordingly, the controller 16 in a time-multi-
plexed manner selects the non-stationary neural units
for which the update unit 10 is to perform the integration
procedure. The integration procedure is further time-mul-
tiplexed with an input procedure, wherein the controller
16 selects neural units that are recipient of an input event
and instructs the update unit 10 to update the state of
the selected neural units in accordance with the input
event.
[0043] FIG. 3 shows an exemplary state evolution as
a function of time t for an arbitrary neural unit k, having
its neural state stored in location 12k of neuron state
memory unit 12. On this timeline the points in time tk1,
tk2,...,tk6 are in chronological order. It is noted however,
that the timeline is not represented on a true scale. It will
be appreciated that due to the time-multiplexed operation
of the neuromorphic processing module, only a fraction
of the available processing time of the update utility 10
will in practice be allocated to a particular neural unit. At
point in time tik, the neural unit k is in an initial, non-active
state, as expressed by the dashed boundary of its icon
at that point in time. The neural unit will be disregarded
by the update utility 10 until an event is issued for this
neural unit k that is to be received by neural unit k at point
in time tk2. At that point in time tk2 the update utility 10
accesses the neural state for neural unit k in memory
location 12k and updates the accessed neural state in
accordance with the received event. In this example it is
presumed that the received event is a V-event. As a result
the value for the action potential of the selected neural
unit k is increased (or decreased) in accordance with the
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weight of the V-event. It is presumed in this example that
the weight of the V-event is not sufficient to cause the
action potential to exceed the threshold value. Accord-
ingly, although the neural state is no longer the initial
state, as indicated by a brighter interior of the icon for the
neural unit, it is still non-active (stationary), as indicated
by the dashed boundary. Accordingly, neural unit k will
still be disregarded by the update utility 10 until a further
event is issued for this neural unit. In this example a fur-
ther event is issued for this neural unit k that is to be
received by neural unit k at point in time tk3. At that point
in time tk3 the update unit 10 again accesses the neural
state for neural unit k in memory location 12k and updates
the accessed neural state in accordance with the re-
ceived event. In this example it is presumed that the re-
ceived event is a ge-event. As a result the update unit
10 updates the accessed state in memory location 12k
by increasing (or decreasing) the linear current state in
accordance with the ge-event. In this example it is pre-
sumed that the linear current is increased to a positive
value. At this point in time the state of the action potential
remains the same. The neural unit k is however from now
on denoted as active (non-stationary), indicated by its
solid boundary. Having this status the update utility 10
will at substantially regular intervals perform an integra-
tion step to compute the evolution of the neural state of
this neural unit k. It is noted that in practice some variation
may occur in the length of the time intervals. In practice
this is no problem, provided that on average the integra-
tion time intervals are equal for all active neural units.
The first integration cycle for neural unit k takes place at
point in time tk4. As the neural unit k has a positive value
for its linear current state, its action potential is increased
after the integration procedure. A second integration cy-
cle for neural unit k takes place at point in time tk5. As
the neural unit k has a positive value for its linear current
state, its action potential is again increased after the in-
tegration procedure. Dependent on the value of the linear
current it may take a smaller or a larger number of inte-
gration cycles before the action potential reaches its
threshold value. It is presumed that in this example the
action potential has reached the threshold value at point
in time tk5. As a result the update utility 10 at this point
in time embodying the neural unit k issues a fire event F
and resets its state to initial, non-active as schematically
shown for point in time tk6.
[0044] Due to the fact that the update utility 10 is con-
figured to independently perform a first computational
stage involving processing receipt of an input event and
a second computational stages involving computing a
progress of the neural state, the input events can be han-
dled efficiently in the first computational stage.
[0045] It is noted that in the above described embodi-
ment neuromorphic data processing module 1 and its
update utility 10 it is presumed that signal values are
represented by the duration of a time-interval between
subsequent spikes. To that end the linear current com-
ponent of the neural unit facilitates recovery of the data

value as an action potential, or a contribution thereto, as
this contribution is a linear function of that time-interval.
[0046] Alternatively, signal values may be represented
by the frequency of spikes, such that a higher frequency
represents a higher value. In that case the spike may be
transmitted as a V-event. This has the result that a higher
spike frequency results in a stronger increase in the ac-
tion potential.
[0047] A broad range of applications becomes availa-
ble by including the exponential current as a dynamic
state variable. The latter has the effect that the action
potential changes in time in accordance with an expo-
nential function as specified by the value of this state
variable. A gate setting as referred to above, may for
example serve to selectively decouple the development
of the contribution of this exponential function from the
development of the action potential.
[0048] FIG. 4 schematically shows the effect of various
events received by a neural unit k. The initial state is
indicated by icon k0. Upon receipt of a V-event its action
potential V is changed, but the neural unit, see icon k1,re-
mains stationary, unless the action potential is raised
above the threshold. Upon receipt of an exponential
event gf, the action potential will grow as a first order
function to an asymptotic value, as illustrated by stages
k2, k3, k4. In this example, the asymptotic value is lower
than the threshold value. Upon receipt of a linear current
event ge, the action potential V grows as a linear function
in time as shown by icons k5, k6, k7. Furthermore gate
events may be received that enable to decouple the ac-
tion potential state value from the exponential value. Var-
ious events, for example of mutually different types, may
be received subsequent to each other, which may rein-
force or inhibit each other.
[0049] In the embodiment disclosed with reference to
FIG. 1 and 2, the update utility is configured to update a
neural state of a currently selected neural unit in a first
and a second computational stage. The first computa-
tional stage involves processing receipt of an input event
for the selected neural unit and the second computational
stage involves computing an autonomous progress of
the neural state of the selected neural unit. The second
stage, also denoted as integration stage includes deter-
mining whether the updated state information indicates
a firing state, as well as providing an indication of a spike
event at the output 104. Further, if a firing state occurs
in the second computational stage the accessed state
information is updated to indicate an initial state. The
update utility is controllable to independently perform one
of the first and the second computational stage. It per-
forms the first computational stage in response to an input
event signal at input 102 and it performs the second com-
putational stage in response to an integration request
signal at input 109.
[0050] FIG. 5 shows a different embodiment of a neu-
romorphic processing module 1, wherein the update util-
ity comprises a first update unit 10A and a second update
unit 10B. The first update unit 10A is controllable with
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input signals at inputs 102, 103 to perform the first com-
putational stage. The second update unit 10B is control-
lable with input 109 to perform the second computational
stage and is capable of issuing a spike event at output
104 to if it is determined during an integration cycle that
the action potential exceeds the threshold. Both update
units can issue an output signal Sstat at output 117A,
117B respectively to indicate whether or not the neural
unit that was updated, as a result of that update is in an
active or in a stationary state. In the embodiment shown,
the update units 10A, 10B can independently access the
neuron state memory unit 12 via a respective memory
port. Update unit 10A is coupled with its I/O port 101A to
the first memory port and has access to an entry indicated
by address Ank and update unit 10B is coupled with its
I/O port 101B to the second memory port and has access
to an entry indicated by address Anl.
[0051] An embodiment of the first update unit 10A is
schematically shown in FIG. 6A and an embodiment of
the second update unit 10B is schematically shown in
FIG. 6B. Parts therein corresponding to those in FIG. 2
have the same reference numeral. In the embodiment of
FIG. 5, 6A and 6B, the update units 10A, 10B independ-
ently access the neuron state memory unit 12. Alterna-
tively embodiments may be contemplated wherein the
computational units of the update units 10A, 10B share
common facilities to access the neural state information
in the neuron state memory unit 12.
[0052] A further embodiment of an update utility 10 in
the embodiment of FIG. 1 is shown in FIG. 7. The update
utility 10 is configured to update a neural state, which is
obtained from neural state memory unit via I/O port 101-
I, in 4 internal clock cycles. In each cycle a respective
pipeline stage STAGE 1, STAGE2, STAGE3, STAGE4
is executed. Boundaries between the respective stages
are indicated by the dashed vertical lines. A stage is com-
pleted by storing the computed data in registers REG12,
REG23, REG34 at the stage boundaries, schematically
indicated as solid squares. Final results are entered into
output registers REG_O. The update utility 10 has re-
spective update modules for various neural state varia-
bles upon receipt of an event. Update module UPDV is
responsible for updating the state variable for the action
potential with the weight at input 103, if the signal at input
102 indicates that a received event is a V-event. Update
module UPDE is responsible for updating the state var-
iable for the linear current with the weight at input 103, if
the signal at input 102 indicates that a received event is
a ge-event. Update module UPDF is responsible for up-
dating the state variable for the exponential current with
the weight at input 103, if the signal at input 102 indicates
that a received event is a gf-event. Update module UPDG
is responsible for updating the setting for the gate in ac-
cordance with the weight at input 103, if the signal at
input 102 indicates that a received event is a gate-event.
The integration module INTG is to perform an integration
cycle during the first and the second pipeline stage. Dur-
ing the third pipeline stage STAGE3, the controller CTRL

uses control signal Sint to make a selection between a
first input that corresponds to processing in input event,
and a second input that corresponds to the results of the
integration cycle. The selection is entered into the fourth
stage. In this stage the controller CTRL determines with
a further signal whether the values obtained from the
third stage or a set of values indicative for the initial state
are provided to the output register REG_O coupled to
the I/O port 101-O. In the embodiment shown, the I/O
port 101-O of the fourth stage STAGE4 is different from
the I/O port 101-I from which the update utility 10 retrieves
the data. Ports 101-I and 101-O may cooperate with an
output port and an input port of memory unit 12. Alterna-
tively these ports 101-I and 101-O may be coupled to a
common I/O port 101. The controller CTRL is further pro-
vided with the output 104, to indicate an output event (F)
and the output 117 to indicate whether the neural unit is
in a stationary or active state (A). The embodiment of
FIG. 7 further has a delay line for providing a signal Va-
lidOut to indicate that an update cycle is completed. The
controller 16 (FIG. 1) may feed the input 118 of the delay
line the normally False signal ValidIn with the Boolean
value True in the same clock cycle wherein the neural
state data is entered. After four cycles the value True for
signal ValidOut at the output 119 indicates the controller
16 that the update step is ready.
[0053] FIG. 8A shows an exemplary implementation
of an update module UPDV. Therein a comparator CMP1
determines whether the input-event is a V-event. If this
is the case the multiplexer MUX1 selects the value ob-
tained from adder ADD1 as the sum of the previous action
potential value V[1] and the weight Weight[1] via a reg-
ister REG231 as the output V[2]. If this is not the case
multiplexer MUX1 selects the original value for the action
potential obtained via register REG232. Update modules
UPDF and UPDE may be implemented analogously.
[0054] FIG. 8B shows an exemplary implementation
of an update module UPDG. Therein a comparator CMP2
determines whether the input-event is a gate-event. If
this is the case the multiplexer MUX2 selects the value
Weight[1] entered via register REG233, otherwise it se-
lects the original gate value via REG234
[0055] FIG. 8C shows a first example of an integrate
module INTG. In stage 1, adder ADD2 computes the sum
of action potential V and the linear current ge and stores
the result in register REG121. Dependent on the value
for the gate signal, either the value "0", or the value gf is
entered into register REG122 by multiplexer MUX3. The
value entered into this register can be considered as a
multiplication between gf and gate, wherein the value
gate has a value of 1 or 0. Alternatively, a real multipli-
cation may be provided, wherein the gate value for ex-
ample may scale the value for gf with a value in the range
between 0 and 1. The value for gf is stored in register
R123, and a fraction of this value is computed by appli-
cation of a shift right operation with element SHFT and
stored in register REG124. The result of the shift right
operation stored in register REG124 is the value for gf
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divided by a power of 2: gf/2n.
[0056] In stage 2 adder ADD3 computes the sum of
the values stored in registers REG121 and REG122, and
stores the result in register REG235, as the result for the
action potential value Vint for this integration cycle. Fur-
thermore subtraction element SUB1 subtracts the result
in register REG124 from the value in register REG123
and stores the outcome in register REG236. An advan-
tage of this implementation of the integrator INTG is that
the integration can take place with a high clock speed.
[0057] Another example of an integration module INTG
is shown in FIG. 8D. Parts corresponding to those in FIG.
8C are indicated with the same reference numerals. The
example of FIG. 8D differs from the example in FIG. 8C
in that all computations are performed in the same stage.
Adder ADD3 directly takes its inputs from adder ADD2
and multiplexer MUX3 instead of via clocked registers
REG121 and REG122. Likewise subtraction element
SUB1 directly obtains its input from the input of the inte-
gration module and from the output of the shifter SHFT,
instead of via the via clocked registers REG123 and
REG124.
[0058] An example of the controller CTRL is shown in
FIG. 8E. Parts therein corresponding to those in FIG. 2A
have the same reference numeral. A delay line is provid-
ed with registers 116g, 116h and 116i in which the inte-
grate control signal Int, received at input 109 is propa-
gated. Signal Sint obtained from input signal Int after two
clock cycles is used to control the selection in stage
STAGE3 between event evaluation results and integra-
tion results. The same signal delayed by one additional
clock cycle is provided to AND-gate 116j, where it is AN-
Ded with the output signal of comparator 116A that indi-
cates whether the action potential V exceeds a threshold
value V. The result of AND operation is provided to output
register 1161 for output 104, that indicates a firing state.
The result is further provided as the reset signal RSET.
It can be seen that the reset signal RSET, and hence
also the signal F one clock cycle later is always False if
the update utility is not in integration mode. At output 117
a "neuron active" signal A is provided if the neural unit
does not fire and one or more of the conditions V > Vt,
ge > 0 and gf >0 is True.
[0059] FIG. 9 schematically shows a neuromorphic da-
ta processing method according to the present invention
for time-multiplexed execution of a spiking neural net-
work comprising a plurality of neural units.
[0060] In this method a sequence of steps is repeated,
wherein each repetition is associated with a respective
neural unit. In step S1 a neural unit ID is generated, in-
dicating a particular one of the neural units.
[0061] In step S2 it is verified whether an update ena-
blement condition is complied with for the neural unit hav-
ing that neural unit ID. The update enablement condition
may be one of:

a) the neural unit is the recipient of an input event;
b) the neural unit is indicated in a list of active neural

units. This indicates that also in the absence of input
events the neural state of that neural unit will change.
This can be the case if a dynamic state variable has
a non-zero value and/or if a static state variable ex-
ceeds a threshold value.

[0062] If this is the case the following subsequence of
steps S3-S11 is performed subject to further conditions
specified below. If this is not the case, this condition is
verified for a subsequent neural unit.
[0063] Upon compliance with the enablement condi-
tion neural state information is retrieved (S3) for the neu-
ral unit having that neural unit ID from an associated ad-
dressable memory entry.
[0064] If receipt of an input event resulted in the com-
pliance with the enablement condition, then in step S4,
a state variable from the plurality accessed state varia-
bles representing the state information is selected in ac-
cordance with an indication for a type of event
(input_type_i) and the selected state variable is updated
in accordance with the indicated weight.
[0065] If the neural unit is indicated as active then step
S4 may involve an integration cycle. Therein the state
variables representing the neural state of the neural unit
having neural unit ID is updated in accordance with a
neural model specifying a relationship between the state
variables.
[0066] Subsequently, in step S5 it is determined wheth-
er the updated state information indicates a firing state.
If this is the case, the state information of the neural unit
is reset in step S6, so as to indicate the initial state. In
that case a firing event message is issued in step S7.
The firing event message is to be communicated to one
or more recipient neural units in accordance with con-
nectivity information, that may specify in addition to the
identities of those neural units a delay with which the
message is to be transmitted, the event type in accord-
ance the event is to be processed, and a weight assigned
to the event. For each recipient of the firing event a re-
spective delay, event type and weight may apply.
[0067] In step S8, the updated state information rep-
resenting the neural state of the neural unit is then stored
in its associated addressable memory entry.
[0068] In step S9 it is determined whether or not, the
status of the neural unit is active. If this is not the case
(N), then in step S11 that neural unit is removed from the
list of active neural units if necessary. If it is determined
that the neural unit is active (Y), then in step S12 that
neural unit is included in the list of active neural units if
necessary. The wording "if necessary" is used to indicat-
ed that steps S11 or S12 only need to be performed if
the indication on the list does not comply already with
the determined activity/non-activity.
[0069] In step S10 a neural unit is for example added
to the list of active neural units if it is determined that as
a result of a received input event, a dynamic state variable
has assumed a non-zero value and/or a static state var-
iable has exceeded a threshold value.
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[0070] In step S11 a neural unit is for example removed
from the list of active neural units if it is determined that
its dynamic state variables have a zero value and that its
static state variables do not exceeds a threshold value.
This is for example the case if in step S6 the state vari-
ables of the neural unit were updated to indicate an initial
state subsequent to determining a firing state in step S5.
[0071] The connectivity information that specifies to
which recipient neural units the firing event message is
distributed and in which manner may be provided in var-
ious ways.
[0072] In the embodiments that are schematically
shown in FIG. 1, a single synapse property memory unit
14 is provided that has a proper addressable memory
location for each neural unit including all connectivity in-
formation specifying its recipients and as which type and
which weight the message is to be received.
[0073] For example as schematically illustrated in FIG.
10A, location addressed with address Ask contains for a
plurality of recipient neural units identified by IDkj, with j
= 1 to n, the following information:

Delay time DTkj
Event type ETkj
Event weight EWkj

[0074] FIG. 10B shows an other option, wherein sep-
arate memory units 14A, 14B are provided for storing
different aspects of the connectivity information.
[0075] FIG. 10C shows a still further embodiment,
wherein a first memory unit 14C specifies a respective
range(AsR) of addresses in a second memory unit 14D.
An address generator 14CD generates the individual ad-
dresses Ask1,...,Askn in the range ARk, that are used to
address the second memory unit 14D., which contains
for each of these individual addresses a reference
SIDk1,...SIDkn to an input synapse and a specification of
a delay DTk1,...,DTkn for each of these input synapses.
A third memory unit 14E is used to identify the identity
IDk1, IDkn of the recipient neural unit as well as the weight
EWk1, EWkn, and type ETk1, ETkn, to be associated with
the event. It is noted that the identity IDk1, IDkn of a re-
cipient neural unit may further include a network address,
in case the firing neural unit and recipient neural unit are
part of mutually different neuromorphic processing mod-
ules in a network.
[0076] By way of example step S7 is described in more
detail with reference to FIG. 9A for a neuromorphic
processing module having its connectivity data organ-
ized as illustrated in FIG. 10C. In step S7A, the range
ARK for neural unit with ID = k is retrieved from memory
unit 14C. In step S7B, memory generator 14CD gener-
ates a first address ASk1 in the range to address memory
unit 14D. In step S7C, memory unit 14D is accessed at
that address to obtain a reference SIDk1 to an input syn-
apse and a specification of a delay DTk1 to be imposed
for delivery of the event to that input synapse. In step
S7D, memory unit 14D is accessed at the address cor-

responding to input synapse reference SIDk1 and from
the entry at this address the identity IDk1 of the recipient
neural unit as well as the weight EWki and type ETki to
be associated with the event are retrieved. All data the
delay DTk1, the identity IDk1, the weight EWk1 and type
ETk1 is is then entered to an event queue 18. Typically
the entries in the event queue are ordered according to
the required arrival time (time of firing event + the delay
DTkj) or the queue is maintained as a heap that at its
output always has available the event with the earliest
required arrival time. Steps S7B to S7E are repeated until
for each of the recipients the firing event is entered into
the queue 18.
[0077] It is noted that various control functions may be
performed by dedicated controllers. Alternatively a con-
troller may perform various control functions. For exam-
ple in a time shared manner. A controller for performing
one or more control functions may be implemented in
dedicated hardware, in a programmable or configurable
device or a combination thereof.
[0078] For example, the controller may be partitioned
into a supervisory controller, an event controller and an
integration controller. Therein the supervisory controller
alternately activates the event controller and the integrate
controller. At each time step the supervisory controller
first activates the event controller to fetch events from
the event message buffer that are to be handled in that
time-step and for each of those events to instruct the
update utility to update the state of the recipient neural
unit for that event in accordance with the event type and
event weight. Subsequently the supervisory controller
activates the integration controller to perform integration
cycles. In each integration cycle the update utility updates
the state of each potentially active neural unit by perform
an integration step. The number of integration cycles de-
pends on the type of events received. In case of a V-
event the neural unit is not rendered active, unless its
action potential is raised above the threshold potential.
In that case the first integration cycle after receipt of the
V-event results in a spike, and a reset of the neural unit
to the initial inactive state. In case a gf or a ge event is
received, the number of integration cycles before reach-
ing a spiking state will be lower for higher ge or gf values.
The integration procedure may proceed until no active
neural units are detected. Upon completion of the inte-
gration procedure the supervisory controller will activate
the event controller again as the start of a new supervi-
sory cycle.
[0079] In practice, the duration of the event phase and
of the integration phase depends on various parameters
of the neural engine, such as the number of neural units,
the number of synapses, the depth of the event buffer,
the clock frequency. Further this may depend on the to-
pology of the neural network loaded into the neuromor-
phic processing module, the type of input received and
the clock frequency with which the neuromorphic
processing module is driven. By way of example, in a
neuromorphic processing module supporting 1024 neu-
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ral units and 4096 synapses, the duration of the event
phase may vary between a dozen clock cycles to a few
thousand clock cycles, and the duration of the integration
phase may vary between a dozen clock cycles to a few
thousand clock cycles as well.
[0080] For clarity, the computational units to update
the neural unit state are shown as functional elements
for each operation, such as an adder for adding values,
a comparator to compare values and a logic gate to per-
form Boolean operations. Various alternatives are pos-
sible however. For example programmable logic may be
used, in particular for performing computations that are
not time-critical. Also, as indicated above, several com-
putations may be performed in various ways, for example
using a multiplexer to approximate a multiplication and
using a shift right operation to perform a division by a
power of 2.
[0081] The terminology used herein is for the purpose
of describing particular embodiments only and is not in-
tended to be limiting of the invention. As used herein, the
singular forms "a", "an" and "the" are intended to include
the plural forms as well, unless the context clearly indi-
cates otherwise. It will be further understood that the
terms "comprises" and/or "comprising," when used in this
specification, specify the presence of stated features, in-
tegers, steps, operations, elements, and/or components,
but do not preclude the presence or addition of one or
more other features, integers, steps, operations, ele-
ments, components, and/or groups thereof. Further, un-
less expressly stated to the contrary, "or" refers to an
inclusive or and not to an exclusive or. For example, a
condition A or B is satisfied by any one of the following:
A is true (or present) and B is false (or not present), A is
false (or not present) and B is true (or present), and both
A and B are true (or present).

Claims

1. Update utility (10) for time-multiplexed updating of
neural states for a plurality of neural units as a func-
tion of received input events and as a function of
time, each neural unit having stored information
about its neural state in a respective memory location
(12k) of a neuron state memory unit (12), the neural
state being one of an initial state, a firing state and
one or more intermediate states, the update utility
comprising one or more I/O ports (101) to access
said information, said state information at least in-
cluding an indication of a static state variable and an
indication of a dynamic state variable, the update
utility further having inputs (102, 103) to receive an
indication for a received event (input_valid_i), includ-
ing an indication for a type of event (input_type_i)
and to receive an indication for a weight assigned to
the received event, and further having an output
(104) for providing an indication of a spike event, the
update utility comprising one or more computational

units to update the accessed state information de-
pendent on the received indication for a type of event
and the received indication for a weight of the event,
wherein the update utility, upon determining that the
updated state information indicates a firing state,
provides an indication of a spike event at said output
(104) and further updates the accessed state infor-
mation to indicate an initial state.

2. The update utility according to claim 1, which is fur-
ther being configured to update a neural state in a
first and a second computational stage, wherein the
first computational stage involves processing receipt
of an input event and the second computational
stage involves computing an autonomous progress
of the neural state including determining whether the
updated state information indicates a firing state, as
well as providing an indication of a spike event at
said output (104) and further updating the accessed
state information to indicate an initial state upon de-
tection of the firing state, wherein the update unit is
controllable to independently perform one of the first
and the second computational stage.

3. The update utility according to claim 2, comprising
a respective update unit (10A, 10B) for performing
the first computational stage and for performing the
second computational stage.

4. The update utility according to claim 3, wherein the
update units (10A, 10B) can independently access
the neuron state memory unit (12) via a respective
memory port.

5. The update utility according to claim 2, wherein the
computational units share common facilities to ac-
cess the neural state information in the neuron state
memory unit (12).

6. The update utility according to claim 5, comprising
a computational stage selection input, the update
utility being configured to perform the first computa-
tional stage in response to the computational stage
selection input having a first selection value, and to
perform the first computational stage in response to
the computational stage selection input having a first
selection value.

7. The update utility according to claim 5, further being
configured to determine whether an indicated type
of event is one of a plurality of predetermined types
of input event and upon said determination to per-
form the first computational stage to update a neural
state value in accordance with the determined type
of input event, the update utility further being config-
ured to perform the second computational stage if it
determines that the indicated type of event is not one
of a plurality of predetermined types of input event.
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8. A neuromorphic processing module (1) for execution
of a spiking neural network comprising an update
utility (10) according to one of the previous claims,
and further comprising a neuron state memory unit
(12), a synapse property memory unit (14), a con-
troller (16), and a message buffer (18), wherein in
an operational state, the controller (16) in a time-
multiplexed manner provides the update utility (10)
access to respective neuron state data for a currently
selected neural unit in said neuron state memory unit
(12) and enables the update utility (10) to distribute
event messages to other neural units via the event
message buffer (18), and/or to update a state of the
selected neural unit as stored in the neuron state
memory unit (12) on the basis of event messages
for said selected neural unit.

9. The neuromorphic processing module (1) according
to claim 8, wherein the update utility comprises a
stationary state detection unit, and wherein the con-
troller upon receipt of a signal from the stationary
state detection unit indicative that a neural unit is in
a stationary state does not select said neural unit to
be updated until an event message is sent to said
neural unit.

10. A neuromorphic processing method comprising up-
dating in a time-multiplexed manner neural states of
neural units as a function of received input events
and as a function of time, the neural state being se-
lected from at least an initial state, a firing state and
one or more intermediate states, and being repre-
sented by neural state information with a plurality of
neural state variables, at least including a static state
variable and a dynamic state variable, the method
comprising:

receiving an indication for a type of event
(input_type_i) and an indication for a weight
(weight) assigned to the received event for a se-
lected recipient neural unit;
selecting a state variable from the plurality of
accessed state variables associated with the se-
lected recipient neural unit in accordance with
the indicated type of event;
updating the selected state variable in accord-
ance with the indicated weight;
receiving an integrate indication for a selected
potentially event creating neural unit;
in an integration step updating the state varia-
bles representing the neural state of the selected
potentially event creating neural unit in accord-
ance with a neural model specifying a relation-
ship between the state variables;
upon determining that the updated state infor-
mation indicates a firing state, providing an in-
dication of a spike event and further updating
the variables to indicate an initial state.

11. The method according to claim 10, wherein the steps
for a selected recipient neural unit are performed in-
dependently from the steps for a selected potentially
event creating neural unit.

12. The method according to claim 11, further compris-
ing selecting a potentially event creating neural unit
from a list of active neural units.

13. The method according to claim 12, wherein a neural
unit is added to the list of active neural units if it is
determined that a dynamic state variable has a non-
zero value and/or if it is determined that a static state
variable exceeds a threshold value.

14. The method according to claim 12 or 13, wherein a
neural unit is removed from the list of active neural
units if it is determined that the dynamic state varia-
bles have a zero value and that the static state var-
iables do not exceeds a threshold value.

15. The method according to claim 12, 13 or 14, wherein
a neural unit is removed from the list of active neural
units when updating the variables to indicate an initial
state subsequent determining a firing state.
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